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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at
least one question from each Unit.

Unit I

1. (a) What is look ahead operator in compiler
design ?

8. (a) Discuss register allocation for temporary

and user defined variables. 10

(b) Discuss about syntactic and semantic

phase error. 5

(c) Discuss the role of a simple code

generator. 5
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(b) What is lexical phase error ?

(c) Differentiate Lexeme, Token and Pattern.

(d) What is back patching. 5×4=20

2. (a) Define regular expression. Discuss the

process of converting regular expression

to NFA. 10

(b) What is Syntax Analyzer ? Discuss its

role. 5

(c) Compare pass and phase. 5

Unit II

3. Check whether the grammar is SLR(1) or not :
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4. (a) What is Parsing ? What are various

parsing techniques ? Discuss the

suitability of each. 6

(b) What is a Shift-reduce parser ? Explain

the stack implementation of Shift-reduce

parsing. 9

(c) Explain Bottom up parsing technique with

the help of an example. 5

Unit III

5. (a) What are the syntax trees ? How these

can be constructed ?

(b) How is syntax directed translation

implemented ? 10+10

6. (a) What is syntax directed translation of

post fix code and for syntax tree ?

Illustrate. 5

(b) What is the use of symbol table ? Explain

the various data structures associated with

symbol table. 10

(c) Write a note on three address code. 5

Unit IV

7. Explain the various issues in the design of

code generator. 20
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